
Rituals performed during this course of Prathistapanam and Kumbhabhishekam 

Preparatory rituals  include Punyaha Vachanam (purification of the site and location); Acharya Varanam 
(assignment of duties to the invited priests performing the rituals and offering of special garments to them); 
Kalasa Sthapanam (invocation of the power of the divinities in the waters kept in kalasams); Agni Prathishta 
(establishing the fire for performing the homams); Vaastu Pooja/Homam (worship of the Vastu Purusha) and 
Ankuraarpanam (seeding of the soil - the growth of plants from these seeds symbolizes the prosperity of our 
temple). A good number of detailed Homams will be performed daily to invoke the specific divine power. 
Please check the program schedule for timing of the homams.    

During Adhivasam ceremonies the vigrahams are kept in dhaanyam (grains of paddy), jalam (water), 
pushpams (flowers), and rathinam (precious stones and gold).  These Adivasams will take place during this 
three day celebrations.  Jalathivasam is planned for Friday evening; Ksheeradhivasam and 
Dhanyadhivasam are planned for Saturday morning; and Pushpathi vasam and Shayyadhivasam are 
planned for Saturday evening.  The final Adhivasam, Shayyadhivasam is performed by resting of the 
vigrahams on beds under blankets prior to the prathistapanam.   

Ratna Nyasam involves offering precious stones and gold at the pedestal prior to fixing the vigrahams to their 
pedestal. This is scheduled for Saturday evening prior to the installation of Vigrahams to the pedestal. 
Devotees are invited to offer precious stones and gold at the pedestal.    

Netron Meelanam is an important ritual in which the sthapathi opens the eyes of the vigrahams. It is 
performed behind the scene.  

Nadi Sandhaanam ritual transfers the power from the homams and Veda mantras to the vigrahams and 
transforms the vigrahams into living divine forms. This involves connecting the vigrahams to the homams with 
silver wire or rope made up of dharpa grass.     

Ashtabhandhanam involves fixing the Vigraham to their pedestal using a special adhesive paste made out of 
eight herbal materials and developing a bond between the pedestal and the Vigrahams. It is scheduled for 
Saturday late evening after Ratna Nyasam. 

Prana Prathishtapanam is the ritual of imparting divinity to the vigrahams of deities.  The invocation of the 
Divine presence in the vigrahams occurs upon completion of the prana prathishta ceremony.    

Kumbhabhishekam is the process of homogenizing, synergizing and uniting the mystique powers with the 
Vigraham of the Lord with several rites as prescribed in the agama sastras.   

This process is accomplished by invoking specific divine power with the conduct of the   homams and other 
rituals as per the agamas and by the power of Veda mantras recited by priests. Later, these powers are 
transferred from the homams to the vigrahams during Nadi Sandhaanam ritual and the vigrahams will be 
transformed into living form. These ceremonies will be followed by elaborate Abhishekam with the sanctified 
waters from the Kalasams, along with the recitation of appropriate mantras. The entire process gives the 
vigrahams energy and attributes required for worship. The Deities, which were till then a sculptured image is 
transformed into a vibrant and vivid living form of the Lord upon completion of these ceremonies.  

According to our scriptures, building a temple of worship for the benefit of the community, contributing our 
resources for this purpose and participating and performing in these rituals, performing sevas during these 
ceremonies are highly commendable acts of Hindu Dharma. 

All these rituals and chanting are  performed  for the benefit of the entire community and help bestow all kinds 
of good fortune and merit on all the participants and remove all afflictions. 

Sannithyam or power accumulates in the new sannidhis by performing daily poojas, archanas, abhishekams, 
alankarams and homams and monthly and annual uthsavams performed regularly after the installation 
ceremonies. Immediately following the prathishtapanam, Mandalabhishekams need to be performed in 
sannidhis for forty-eight days starting from the third day after Prathishtapanam. 


